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Britain’s energy demand

Figure: Grant Wilson, Sheffield University

Good progress in decarbonising electricity; needs to continue

How to decarbonise transport? Electrify it & use low carbon electricity?

How to decarbonise heat? Electrify it? What are the alternatives?

How much will it all cost?

Will it serve people’s energy service needs, e.g. comfort?



Uncertainty

• What is the right energy future?

– Future costs are uncertain

• What should policy makers do now?

– What are the enabling investments for different pathways?

• How well can they be 

adapted to different

futures as uncertainties 

are resolved?

– When do decisions need 

to be made?



“We need to model the future”

“We need a whole system approach” 

R. Loulou, G. Goldstein, A. Kanudia, A. Lettila, and U. Remme, "Documentation for the TIMES Model - Part I," Energy Technology Systems Analysis Programme, [Online]2016, Available: https://iea-etsap.org/docs/Documentation_for_the_TIMES_Model-Part-I_July-2016.pdf, Accessed 

on: Jun. 29, 2017. Remme U. 2007 Overview of TIMES. Proc. ETSAP Workshop November 2007 Brazil..

Multi-vector modelling of energy conversion, transfer and use, e.g. TIMES



Model choices: spatial scale

National Grid, ETYS

Northern Power Grid / 

DS2030 project

Scottish Government / 

SEDM
National Grid, ETYS



Model choices: temporal scale

• Do interactions between time slices matter?

– If there is two-way storage or time-shifting of demand, yes

– If rates of change of responses to inputs are restrictive, yes 

• If not, which snapshots to use?

– Annual peak demand?

– Daily ‘cardinal points’?

Figure: Grant Wilson



Model choices: temporal scale

Work by Graeme Hawker at

University of Strathclyde

Would the system being modelled actually work?

Could it be planned and invested in?



Not just techno-economic

Decarbonisation

Affordability/cost

Reliability

(Security of supply)

Public 

acceptability

Impact on the

wider economy, e.g. jobs



Who are the actors in an energy 

system and what do they decide?
• In electricity and gas sectors:

– ‘the market’ decides on and invests in conversion or import facilities

– regulated network utilities must 

• provide new connections when asked

• provide timely, economically justified investment in shared infrastructure

• Major market actors respond to

– Short term price signals (including willingness to pay)

– Forecasts of longer-term price signals. (How long is longer-term?)

– (Who decides how price signals are formed?)

• Investors in big conversion facilities do consider cross-vector interactions

– e.g. price of electricity versus price of gas

• What about smaller actors? 

– e.g. what will demand for electricity or gas be in future?

– What influences are smaller actors sensitive to?

• Where there are no regulations, who provides shared infrastructure?

Under the influence of 

policy makers (to some extent)



Modelling questions

• Behavioural detail

– Realistic market bids and offers?

– Realistic energy use patterns?

– Sensitivities to interactions?

– What make reasonable proxies

for actor behaviours?

• Modelling of uncertainty

– What uncertainties do modelling 

choices bring 

• How epistemic uncertainty can you 

tolerate?

– Which things cannot be known with confidence?

• How to model them? (Aleatory uncertainty)

Figure: ENTSO-E



More modelling questions

• What data do you have?

– System parameters (things that are fixed)

– Values of state variables (things that vary)

• Access to a historic record?

• Extrapolate from the past, assume the future is like the past, orC?

• What data can you usefully use? 

– How precise do you need to be?

– How much can you compute?

– What can you make sense of?

– With so much uncertainty, is there any point in being 

precise when you will probably be precisely wrong?

• What procedures do you have in place to build confidence in 

models and data and maintain them?



Access to data

• “The accuracy of the probabilistic reliability management approach is 

dependent upon the availability and quality of data. It is recommended to 

put in place common guidelines to persistently ensure the collection of 

data, maintain the databases and the inferred models, and share the 

relevant parts of these data and models among the different stakeholders 

concerned.”
A New Approach to Reliable and Affordable Electricity Supply in Europe: The GARPUR Project Results, October 2017

• “Anyone attempting to develop evidence highlighting the extent of the 

challenges the power system faces or in support of particular 

interventions C is hindered by much of what is required to model the GB 

system being regarded as ‘commercially confidential’ even though it is 

often hard to envisage what commercial advantage might come from 

having it or commercial disadvantage might come from disclosing it”
UKERC response to Ofgem/BEIS call for evidence on system flexibility, January 2017



Whole system models

• Targeted at specific questions

• Bespoke

• Complex

• Difficult to use and maintain

• Encapsulates significant time, 

effort and intellectual property

• “If it’s not got a name, it’s not 

worth anything”

• Complex

• Obscure

• Difficult to interpret results

• Not portable

• Places power in the hands 

of the ‘expert’

A ‘model’ as a particular combination of data (inputs) 

and tool (set of equations and solution method)C

Does it help policy development and defence if access to

a model is restricted and details of how it works are hidden?



Summing up

• Whole energy system questions are difficult to assess

– Need good whole system models

• What is a good whole system model?

– with appropriate spatial and temporal detail

– for which reasonable data can be sourced and maintained

– for which results can be explained

– that allows testing of assumptions and sensitiviites

– that describes a system that can actually work, be used and be 

invested in

• One model doesn’t have to do everything

– Often, the greatest value is in revealing the next question

• Eventually, some real-world demonstration is needed to build confidence 

and commercial viability

– Feedback: test model assumptions and calibrate the model


